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    RESEARCHES ON THE MATHEMATICAL INSOLATION 
      DUE TO DIRECT SUN DURING ANY PERIOD. 
                                Takao SATO. 
• 
                                   Mukaiyama  Observatory 
                                (Received. April 1, 1950) 
                      Part 1. Vertical Cylinder. 
                  Chapter 1. Insolation  During a Day. 
 Let I„ be the insolationincidentontothe side ofa verticalcylinder with1 cm2 maxi-
mum vertical section during a day, so it is easily understood that the value becomes 
 84 when the maximum section has S cm2 area. Hence the problem will be reduced 
to  fiud 4. 
 Let h be the sun's altitude, t the time,  -co, and  0, be the sun's hour angles at  its ris-
ing and setting. So it follows easily, 
 12,=P2f cos hdt, cos  wo=  —  tgyotg  8, dt=-27rdco,  (approximately) 
 - where p is the sun's distance,  to the sun's hour angle, T 24 hours. 
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                 • Then we have
                                I0Tf--4=132 cos  hdco.                                                7r 
 However 
                  (2m-2)! •—(2m-2)!  cosh---'it 
                         2=""'m ! ( m — 1) !sin2.14h! ( m — 1) !sin        tn ?n -0 
and sin  1 sin  cp sin  8+ cos  cp cos  8 cos  co=  A+ B cos  c 
                  am 9
m  so we have sin"h =(A + B coscorn')cossco.  • 
 s 
 We separate the two cases when s is  even and odd. 
 9?2971,n-1             9
,ry?,\9• 
 sinvnhicoewcos2r+leo.       2
1'+J                                                                               1.
       r =0r =0 
  Yet cos"co=  "(2rs =r±-V2(2rs)cos  2s(o}          2—1
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                      ecer +I co 1..1(2r1)co8( 2  -1- )co, 
                                 2'_dok r -s 
so  we get 
• 
 B  f  272 1 " 2r  2r                           +21()cos 2sco I- 
    =0$1  A 2rr r-s 
                                                                         = 
                           13.\2"1(  2m11-':2r+ 1)cos (28+1)(0, 
 r  =  0a -0r--8 
        T  I° —1  - 22r 1̂  sin 28                 rA                          -...1,,„,(.13_\.--(2m 12-Ni(C.00 
        p2nio 221n-imjLtk2r .)r iwuf=7;\r- 8) 2s 
                             tn _1 
             A2,„(13\"+11(2m  1 (2i1                                        •-)sin(2s+1)coo].              (AA.2't  28+1 
 For the fixed days period  coo= so 
                 TIo -1(2m - 2),;A.,„(Bry2m\ 1 (2q .ir. 
                       Pam-.022i4 Im\m-1)-4-1k2r)2zrr                                                                       D=0 
 Evaluating the  coefficients we get 
 Ba -1- 3  A2  B2  - Bi- 1A6-30A'.132 
     n"p, 2  4  8  8  64 16 64 
      9010   - 256  A2  B1  -BG)co°•8-(1B2sin 2co,+—3 A2B3sin 2w° +132Psin  2w°   512 6 
       303030   B4
SiD.4coo+128 A4B2sin 2w,+128 A2B4sin 2co0+1024A2Psin 4(0  ••2560 
   30  3  
         + 2048  B6sin  2w, +  1024 Irsin  4co0+  3072  B6sin  6coo +         
•13          - (AB  sin  wo + 1sincoo+3co,±-2-4AB33coo +-8-A5B sin  coo 
               30 10         + 
302°9A3B3sin16                      +0 A'ff128sin 3wo+ AB3siu co° + 256AB5sin 3coo 
       • 
          + 640  AB5sin.  5coo+  •  ].
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                 Chapter 2. Insolation for a Long Period. 
  Insolation for a unit time is dWcos  h  . Now, letqrandco, be the longitude of any                        dt 
p" 
place and that at which the sun will just upper culminate at a considering time reckon-
ed westwards from Greenwich. Putting  co:,  co, this is the sun's hour angle at the 
considering time at the considering place. And if we put co,—*=-- —ifr„  IP', is nothing 
but the longitude at the considering _Place reckoned from the place where the sun will 
culminate at the considering time, instead of  Greenwich.  Hence the  distribution of in-
solation at  any latitude band is given by 
 ,c1W  
 dt  -=132.11  —  (  A  +  B  cos  qr1)2: 
  Putting cos  Afro=  —tg  q tg  8, the total insolation at this latitude band becomes 
r cos (7)f`vo—dWr is the arth's radius. Hence the meaninsolation at thisband 
        dt 
    1 (v.dW  isto_d-tp,     27rdt1. 
  Yet, in the expression of  4 we can assume  S and p to be  coutsant during a day and 
use their values at the middle of the day,  i. e. noon. Moreover  (0,-,^fro, so  the insola-
tion for a day becomes 4=  721.1m, if we  put_  wo, the mean insolation  for a unit time at 
the  band at noon of this  day at  this place. Besides, applying  the— mean value theory 
                                       tl +1- we get approximately f  welt=  T'W  7" where  t, isthe time point a midnight at this place. 
  Hence  I,,  f  wdt.-  - Therefore- the insolation for days  becomes- by  summing up this 
 t, 
formula"1 dt         -I —dtfxdX . 
               dX7- 
 Hence the problem  is  to expand 4. 
 Section 1. When the  Sun Rises and  Sets Every  Day. 
  To express  1, as a function of X is necessary. Now, putting sin  99=a; cos  yo=b , we 
get A?"'Ba2"4-2rb2rsin.'"8 cos - 
and  coeS=  1—sin28)  r  =  r)( —  )8sin2s8, 
 s=o 
further, from cos  61G-= —tg  ep tg  8, it ifollows wo,-77 tgS), 
 2 •
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 where  n  tgco .. This is possible to be expanded. 
                                         7r                                       (Do=a,„„sin2.74-18, 
   m 2  (2m-2)I  
where  -  ct„,._=1  2'-'2(s -1)! (m—s)!  -(m--1)! (2s-1) 
• 
 ThereforeByr/2771,\1(2r\D                    1\ A)2r)r) 
             am-" b`'-\(2— 1yn."--                                      si2?+"8(1r+la„sin.2P-i8)                         r(r•                                         2                                                 S = 0 p_1 
           .= bz. 2n0  1( 2 r1 siii,„( 7r (r (_1) ssinf.,,,s 
           \"r)28) 
   r q  oe  r 
           +11(r,t)—1)q iSi112"-i 8+I  r (  —1)tsin21+1  8]. 
           v.-0 t =0q q=r-Fi  t  =0 
 But,  sin  a  k  sin  A, 
 sin"X=_  1 (2P)±21,(—1))2 (2P con                               )p,X1-
          2"\ p.P— 
    •273+1             sin"-"X+)( —1rsin(2p,+ 1)X 
 ik 
                                                        - - 
so it becomes 
   mpr= orn-2r bilr(27/2) 1  (2r \ [NI(r)1)sk2ern-ri-s) 1 S(2M-2r + 8\           2rTr, r2"-r+s)/k  m—  r-}- 
           m_r+s 
   + 21( _1)„(2/n —2r± 2s  \  cos  2/Lx}± r  (-1)q-ta,+1 
                \in —r + s —   p.c=o t=041)                  =I 
  r-ri-4 
       Icrv.i_t(rt)(}-17-N-,(27rt —2r+ 2q 1\ (—lysin(2p,+1)x].                                       22(m-r+q)it71-0m+q 
          g=r4-1 t=0 
  Next we must transform 
                     (29                            na,„__A m-2,.B27,76)- 1 ( 2r           2r\                                                s)•
  Since 
                   s_i •                sin 2SCO 0                      =-7 cos cool( —1)cr(4e— 22) • • -  (482—  40)  sin 2°-"coo,  2s = o(20-+ 1 ) 
it becomes
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                         sin  2sco  COS co,,Ib,,asin2s-fico,                         2s 
                                                                           cr  =0 
if we put 
                               II(— 4k2) 
                    68,c,=(-1)"-1   (
2cr  +  1) 
  Then 
                                                                                       _1                   JP"(27n) (2r,  2r2=r-1r _s).Z.duscrs'n CO+-wows o
 
s  -1 
           1
1.8-1                    = a2m,-2rb2r2r(2m                                         2'                                   1112m-2r 8 cos'821(2r8)--b„a81112'.4.1()000S010.                  )S=1r—a.70, 
  As we can substitute cos  coo=  —ntg8, sin  CO0=  N/1—  (1+  n2)  sin28/cos  8, 
this becomes 
 27,8-19,7+1  Q =cemb            2r(2M) sinwn-Lr+/8                                 r__)21(1— (1+v2) sin28) 2 (1 —sin28)r-a-' • b„ ?isr2r22r-'                                 S=18=0 
in which 
 20.4-1  
 (  1  +  n2  )Sin28}  2  =  Ccr,  k  Shi2k8, 
 k  =0 
in which 
 ±712)k         Ce,k= ( —1)k—(2(7+1)(2T-1)(2a-3) (2o-2k4-3)(                                     k  ' 
 Co-,o=1. 
  Besides, 
                             (1— sin28)'a-'=---  2 Br,  a  sinj138, 
 13-0 
in which 
 Bric.,13=  1)p — Cr  1 
so it  follows 
                                   S -1 cr -1 21 w r_cr-1  ' 
  Q =  a2m-2r b2r ( M) n  sin2m-Lsr+1.11zr b                                             21Z+2121)13,-,.-,peu,,,_psin`"8         2r2V-1—8   ma.•‘—‘  rs ^=j P=0  13= P =r- cr=0
r, 8-i? -cr-1  Pr_0.-1
bsa=bv./21n nZr  +21 
         2r^Jr—s 
 P=0  13=0  /2  =r-cr  p  =0 
                                                               711-r+P 
     x„  121(27n-2.1- 2P +1)(lysin(2/.4 +  1)X. 
                         2-'wv-r+v)m — rp p.
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 Next we must transform 
               Rpm" B vir +1 ( 2,m \1 vir (2r1-1\ sin(2s+1)(0 
                                                           0  
                    m  A  )  11  r— s  2s  +1  • 
 Since 
 sin(28+1)(00  vs   (-1)7  11_1(921'2+1 
                             (2o-1),t=i                          a_o+.t28+ —(-t—1)smacoo  2s+ 1 
when we put 
 b',  1=   (2s+1.)'—(2t-1)2j,                           (2a.+1)!t-/ 
it follows 
 r2(1+1  
 mR,.= &Xi, -2r- 1V+1 2/76) 1 sien_i„._,81 (z ra +1 
 S=0{ 1_ (i±visin28(1-cr,          `2r+122rr—s                                                                             a =0
in which 
                                         ffr
            r-cr 7'  - 
              (1_ —Sin.28 )r = — )°  (r).)n2  8=  2' Bfri 
 p=o 
where 
 Bir,,,,g=  (-1)g  (r  ;ea), 
so that 
 2cr+I  r-cr 
 {1.  —  (I.  ±  n2)  sin28}  2  (1—  sin28)r-a  =  Bin  p  Cu,  p_Asin2P8 
 p=o  0=0 
 r 
 Bfr,„p  sin"8. 
 2)=  r-  cr+1  f3=0 
 Accordingly 
             r(r                         —0,oc^7}          a2n1---1b22.÷1(  2m  ) '12 r + 1)1 14-  V 1 
            2r +1 r —s  (1710 tio 
 1m-r+,--(2m —2r+ 2p-1 
                                                  (—1                  k2m--V+:31)- 1DP/                          Q.,13'a,p-t32s(ni-r+p_i).2:cm _,1.4..p_i_ih)rsin.(2,1.c+1)x. 
                                                                      14=0
  Hence 
                   A M M -1             LT —1 (2m-2)f[E(.; .Q,)  ± 
                     in—1r -0 r  =o
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 Section. 2. Fixed Day Period. 
 The expansion of  Ic is necessary procedure. 
                            (.1,21'-'-fUrsin.2'21"8 cos2r8•-1(2m\(2r\                              22r 2r)(r2r) 
in which 




  (2m —2r+2s)       .P'en-2rb"'( 2m \1(2.1.)7r,___(r)           \ 2rrs 22("-' m—r+8 Ifs_o 
                             911  --  9'  + 
 +2 I 1 ( 2m — 2r + 2s) cos 2/.6X 
                                p.= 
then
             — T—1 (2m--2\
r..);r5, 
                                              ,dx
               271-2,V1— e27Thm-1            =(I
1/4, 
T 
 "'   —1(2m-2\ --,a.,,,,,b,(2m)1(21 
             271-2.,^1—2"-imm —1 )-4/\ 2r 2 r 
• 
                     _1.,)k2071,-9•+s  1 (2'M--- 2r + 28) xi/ 
  s2"-"" .r+s  s=o 
 M „ 
 + k  (4M-2r + 2s`I (sin  2i.x, sin  2fxf  ) 
                              m—r±s —/• 
                         p- 1 
 Especially in north pole, it becomes h 4 3  coo-=-7r,  so 
                     „-=4TfCOS clW--=—1)-7  cos8.  I'1 ,.11._Esn2x, 
       P 0 P2P2 
so  I' „,„ becomes the following elliptic  integral 
                     A, • T x” -  I'  
lint—A/1— /c2sin2-xdX.                           27r,V1— e2f 
                                                                                    A.' 
 The evaluation formulae are as follows 
                 I•T          4.= °  -[bx+b,„sin 2 X+cos (271+1) x]                      27-0,\./1— e2° 
             tz  n=0 
•  T  2),—  27r/1 e[bruX+  y  ba,,sin  2nX1  .
 X"
• 
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  When we restrict the  evaluation up to  m=3 and  k9, we can compute the coefficients 
up to  b0b2b4b6;-  b,  •b,  b'0  V,  ,  6• Even if we do the above restriction, the above  co-
efficients are composed of as many terms as 1019 for all. But the numbers of terms 
no less than  10-5 for every latitude 10° from  0°- to  90° amount to 2881, instead of 10190 
 for  these  10  latitudes. 
  -
  rl'his  calculation  endures  sufficiently our purposes, because it  exceeds only 19 gr. cal 
for spring period (X=0-1-.) and 39 gr. cal for fall period (X=7r2                                                               ,-,-37r) in comparison2 
with the result obtained from the above elliptical  integral for north  pole. 
             Chapter 3. In Case of Considering the Atmosphere. 
  Let p be the  transmission coefficient, the traveled air mass at the sun's altitude  h,  so 
. we get 
                                                      Crli 
                -1.0T 
                    f 4pF(")cos1110)cos hdw,                 _wP-re7r 
 wo                         1'   f  dXfp-Fo)cos hdw. 
                            
.270N/1— e2 
                              x, 0 
  In the case of fixed day we may put  co0=7/.. 
                   Chapter  4. Result of Computation. 
  The computations were executed for the insolation in unit time, for p=  .0.6-1.0; for 
 every 10° latitude from 0° to  90°, for 8,--±e,  ±20 (being divided for every 5°), from 
 which we get the amount in a day in  , unit by mechanical integration. We then get 
 graphically this value for every 20° of X among  0-27r in gr. cal unit by the  above synopti-
 cal chart illustrating the  afnnual variation of the amount in a day as shown in figure. 
 And the  amounts•in summer half  (X  =0,-L7r), winter half year  (X,±7r-z,27r) and total year 
 were evaluated by mechanical integral from the  amount  in  one day in unit and shown  
. in figure. The coefficients necessary for  .the expansion method for  p==1 are given in 
 table: The results of the computations using these  values are in good identity to that by 
 mechanical integral for every of the above periods for  p=1. Besides we used e=0.01673, 
 pc,  77°58', 
               - 1.940-.{1. + 2e eos(vo+ X)} =1.1941 + 0.1299 cos(v(,+ X) 
       02ey 
 and BEMPORAD'S table for  F(h). 
                              Part II.  Sphere.- 
•  
 The insolation incident onto a sphere with radius r in unit time isdWI, and                                                      dt 
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    - 7T that in one day Is,n-r2fdt, zr2 
               P27r p-7r. pG? 
                                                         -w
o 
in which  cos  coo=  —tg  tg  8  —  n  tg  8,  n=tg  co, from which 
                                7r 
                      coo,2+ 
 =1 
• in which 
 (2m-2)!  
                                am =--- 
 8-12'(s-1)! ern—s)!  (m-1)! (2s-1)' 
 • 
                            k2MM—12m-1• •coo=71—2iam 2'(— 1 )osin ( 2/./,+) 
                 2„,_, _ Tn, —1— p• 
 The insolation in this case at any  time is the same,  i.. e.  7rr2  4 in all over the  longi-
                                                                          P' 
tude domain —  co,—  +  coo measured from such a longitude at which the time is just noon, 
hence the mean  i-nsolation at the latitude band is 
                              R CO33 (f)• 20101, 
                    W=- • 7r7.4.,                               2
7r1?cosgo ty• T 
where R is the earth's radius. 
 The insolation for  171 days becomes as above explained 
                                                                   ti fm=  kgA,/ 
                 dt1 Ip2T                Ism=  fwdt,  f—•zr--42 7rN/1—e                                t00 - dX          dX p'" 
                    Io •T)„,, 
• 
                       27rvi_ er-9X ± sicolsX+ s3cos 3X+ • • • • • • 
 • 
 The above discussion is in connecting with the sun's rising and setting period. 
  For fixed day period  Wo=7t, so Is,irr'r.4and the mean insolation..  •  ._rs=wT,                                                                   P2 
                                  ti+mr           TT       .•f wdt, 77-14•   r2(xu_x./). 
                                27TV1— e2N/1— e' 
 Considering the atmosphere we get 
 wo 
                       I,,n-r2fdt,r2TVpilh)dco, 
 P"13' 
 X"coo 
                       4.ta_ITr2  rdxf p,th)d..                           27r,V1-0j 
                              x, 0 
 For fixed day we may put  coo=7T. The  computations were performed similarly to 
 Part I.
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            Part III. Insolation Incident onto a  Vertical  Plane. . 
              Chapter 1. A  Vertical Plane Directed South. 
 Section  1.- 8>0 
 §  1.  q)>8 
  Similar to the case of horizontal plane researched by MILANKOVITCH in his  took*), the 
insolation during  m days period, which  corresfonds to  X'—X" referred  to the sun's longi-
tude is expressed by  . 
                            Io q,-
A/1.--e2            27rxti   I( —sin 8 cosyo•qr,,+ cos 8sin97sin *0)dX„ 
      2 in  which e is the eccentricity of the earth's orbit, T a tropical year, 8 the sun's  decli-
nation,  cp the latitude, X the sun's longitude,  1 the solar  constant,  0  <Iire=cositg8tgs0)<  It. 
 Now we put cot  ip,n,  sine  =  k,, then 
 cos  8 sin  Air0,,V1—  (1+  n2)sin'8,,V1-1c2(1+  70)sin.°X. 
 The last formula can be expanded by series so long as  k2(1  +n')1 that is,  sin& _sireq), 
 i. e.  q>>-E. 
 Next,  from cos Afro=sin(tr.--kko) 2ntg 8, i  follows111'0=tg 8), which an be ex- 
                 2 panded when  --1<ntg  81, i.e.  p>8. Eventually the above integrant can be expanded 
 if  g)>E. 
 Now 
                   ir (2m)!                       Afr6==
„,40(m! )22m + tg-'8' 
                                                                                                                                        
. . and 
                        tg k sin X(1— Psiiex)--i, 
                                      1.3.5.--• (2m-3)-
 cos  sinlirc,1—(1+ n'')"SinrX,                                    2' m 
                                                4n I 
then  we have  - 
 7r               —n sin 8•Ake+ cos 8 sin. lko,  SiD.  X  +  an,ensin2'ThX, 
 m=0 
where 
 a0=1, . • •     
• 1 
      a,. --2(1+ n2) + r42, 
     11- 1         — (1+,n2y+n4  • ,  22-2!  2  2.0 
        1.31, 1.3 1 3 1.3 1        03=23 . 3  ! ('1-1-115±  2'. 2 I712+  2.3  • 211± 2.3  •  5 '
*)  Thhvie 
 1920.
 Illath6matiqua,  deq  Phenomenes Thermiques produits  par la Radiation Sol aire,
                                  T.  gATO 
     a— —1.3  (2m  —3) (1+n2r+                                                        1 1.3.- - (2m-3)in m1                 m! s=1  2.4--  (2s-2)  (28_1)  r-s(m—s)
           (27n —2) !(2m-2) !                  it+n2),m+v       = (m — I)! G  2'2(8-1)!  (m—s)!  (m  —1)! (2s-1) 
 Further, since 
                      \in              81112mX = {(2mm)+ 221s)( —1)8 C°S 2sx}.' 
it follows 
 sin  p(  —  6  •  sin  8+  cos  8  sin  liro  ) (  —  1)sb  s  •  2.5  cos  2-,x, 
in which
(—
2cospsin 6 , 
 bo, sin  cp  (2m)antlem 
         2'41'm 
    1 - sin p  (2m, 
    Ts-m_ s)a'Pni*           m_s2sm-i 
 ,uted values of these constants, we can easily evaluate 
  zon.e where  q)<&  ? 
 oceed  discussion separately for the two  cases  ;  8.p and  8<p. 
 solation is  zero because the sun is always in the northern 
 le  above formula is applicable since  t, and cos  8 sin  ljp„ can 
 con.ditions  P(1+  n'')  E  3112X  <  1,  —  1  <  n  tg8<1 are  satisfied. 
  6,  the above formula of expansion is also to be applied by 
                                          7r 
 ;,except the  fixed night period, 8--  q. From above the                              —2 
can be  applied  for  cp>f3. Eventually we have 
    7r 
 cos p  E cos  X+  b„X+  (—  1)'ksin 2sx , 
         s= IA' 
• 
 ion is  zero. 
 rise  from the southern heaven, so we have
 When we have the  computed VI 
How about then the  tropical ne 
 In this zone, we must  proceed 
For the first period the  insolation 
heaven. 
 For the second period,  the  ov 
be expanded because  both.conditic 
 In the arctic zone,  p> —7t — ,  tl  2 
dint of the same  conditions, excep 
formula of this paragraph  
        W,-4 71 (--7r
 270A/1— 
when  0  <  8<  p, 
and  117,,,,=  0, when  0  <p8. 
  § 2.  p8. The  insolation 
  Section 2.  8<  0. 
  In this case the sun will e  i
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 toT              Ws,270A/1—e2 f r— sin  8 cos  p.to+ cos  8sin  q sin  to)dX, 
where  =  cos-1(  p tg  6). 
 Now putting sin  8=k,  tg we have cos  to=  —n tg  8. 
 cos  8  sin  to,,s/1—k2(1.--1-n2)sin2x. 
 §  1- 
 As  k2(1+  n2)  1 in this  ease, cos  8 sin  t, can be expanded for all over of X. The result 
is 
            cos 8 sin4=1—  E 1. 3. 5. (2m —3 )k2m (1+ ntrsin2""X 
 m=i2m 
and otherwise the formula tc=—
2+tg  8) can be  expanded since  —1n tg  8<1. 
                       That is 
                                  (2m)!itria+1  t  ——+ 0.2m +28.                    °2 227n(m!)2 2m+1 
 Substituting  tg8=  k sin  X(1—  lesin2x)  4 in this expansion, we get the formula in the same 
way as in Section 1, 
 cos  p(  —sin  8  •  to+  n  cos  8  sin  to) 




          1          '111= —2'(1-1-ini 
      at9= —  
 1.3  
 23.01+1'2)3-- 
  . c,  (2m-2)! 
 221n-1-.2n!  (m-1)!
a'--It-sincos99,     2 
 co. 
13/0=Ein7 
 =  0 
      Sinq) (21„, 
                       '4' 
 vic.* sin  p  ( 2m                            k2m   2s m — s) 
  1_ 12 12   
   2 2.3 
  1.3 1 1 3 1..3  
                   2 
 22.2!  2 3 29,1 2.4 
 77?
 (1+912)-rra -E  „             (
1 n4, 5 
 (2m-2)!.
 972,  — )!  (m--1)! (2s-1)
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 In this manner, we can evaluate  W„„. 
              7r 
 §  2.  >—2—  8- 
 In this case, there is left the problem only in the sun's rising and setting period. 
 7r 
 In this period, it  is  0>  S> —  from which  (1  +  n2)k2sin2X=----  s"ec299  see28  <1  and, 
 —1<n  tg8<1. 
 Therefore the above formula of the precedent  paragraph is to be applied in this case, 
and eventually  for all over  g)  >  0. Hence 
 I  T  
 (7t  sin cos qi cos X+ MA+—1Ybfssin 28-X) ,        270,../1.L 62  2 s  = Ar 
when  co  >0,  8  <  0. 
 Chapter . 2.  Vertical Plane Directed North. 
          
• • 
 Section 1.  8  >0. 
  § 1.  (p>8. 
 Let  —t, and  be the sun's  hour angle respectively when the sun rises from  hori-
zon and has the azimuth  —  900 (this being reckoned westwards from southern  meridian)„ 
then the problem is reducible to the expansion of the formula, the process being not 
explained, sin  8 cos  99  •  (47-40—cos  8sin  sp  (sin  to—sin  t1), 
in which  •-7-  sin.  8cos  cp•  ti+  cos  8 sin  cv sin  ti=c,isin\--Fbo+.2,(  —1)s2sb,cos  28X, 
this part being identical with Chapter 1, Section 1,  § 1. 
              n-   I. <—2—8. In this case the expansion of sin  8 cos  4p.  to—  cos  8 sincosin  to is just  the 
same as Chapter 1, Section 2, § 1, except the opposition of the sign, that is 
          sin  8  cosco.to  —  cos  8 sin  co sin  t0=  —Join  a  —  but  —  —1)32gbf,cos 28X.
 8=1. 
  ii.  99 >-7t2 —E. 
  There exists in this case two distinct  periods  : fixed day and the sun's rising and setting. 
                                              7r   In the second case, we  get  0  <8 <—2—  99  <6, so it is  k4  (1+  7(2  ) siD2A, <1, besides 
 —1<n tg  8  <1 ., so that the formula of  i is useful as the expansion is possible. 
  In the first case, we get  4=n  , so we have 
                  sin  S cos  co  •  t0—  cos  8 sin  co sin to=  k cos  co  n-  •  siD, X. 
  § 2.  64)  <( 
  The terms including  t1 disappear, and the expansion of sin  8 cos  (p  •  to—  cos  8 sin  co sin  to  • 
 is  the  same  as  §  1,  i. 
  Section 2.  8  <  0. 
  The insolation becomes zero.
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 Section 3. The Synopsis of This Chapter. 
 When  0  <  8 
                                                                                              x"  Wyo..= "(b)X_1)b ,sin 2sX (-1)  sbi,sin 2A.  DOA/  1—  e-  s=1  s=,  IA' -
 When  99  —  ,  8>  0, 
            I T 2v, 
                _ ((bo— VOX + —1Yb,sin 22X— 2,(-1.)sbri sin 28X I, 
 s-i 
for the sun's rising and setting period. 
 And 
 (\A”                Drvi_6 cos  yo cos  X+  1),X  +  (  —1.)8b.,sin  2eX  )  ,  s-1  / 
for fixed days period. 
 The  value of X at the boundary of both periods is given by 
 0  <Xi  <90°,  X2-=  X3=  7r  +Xi,  X.4=  2'r—X„ sin  X,  —   cos  (p   ,  -  sin 
when 0<p<8 
  , T 7r)x,          vv
27Evie2 sin c cos93cos X---t/o-X—( —1)sbi.,sin 2sX 
                                                                                                    8-1 
            Chapter 3. A Vertical Plane  Directed  East  (West) . 
 We have 
                       IaT   We  47tv1_  e,f (cos  8 +sin  a  tgyg  )  dX. 
                                                             xr 
  Independently of  99 and  8, we  got 
                                         (2m—3),              sin $=k sin X, cos1.82 mk2'sin7r'X. 
 - 
 Se3tion  1.  Ak  hen the Sun  Ries and Sets from Day to Day. 
  We can put 
 cos  8  +  sin8  tg  17)  k  sin  X  tg  fp  +  '(-1)s  •  2s  •  lif,cos  2sX, 
 s • 
in which 
                       -
- 
                          1.3.--(2m— 3)(2m)k2. 
                      0—
1,1 23m in !711 
 1   (2m  —2)!  ( 2m\k2. 
                      2s 24—•(m-1)!\m—
100  T.  SATO 
  Hence 
    Wm=T                4n-V1e2-(tg 92 cos/110X+1)8bff,sin 2sX)
                                                                                             $=1 
 Section 2.  Fixed Day Period. 
  In this case  AN.  7r,  cos *0=  —  tg  8  tg  q,  then 
                            T x"W
, m=  cos 8 dX,                       27c2A/f 
                           1 
 cos  8  =  —1)8  2s  •  ,  Cos  2sx. 
 =0 
  Hence, 
 W  _ I,• T bl IX +21(-1)s1"8sin  28X)  . 
 e20  S =1 
  The computation and consideration of the  atmospheric absorption are the same as 
 Part I. 
                              Part  IT. 
                 The Explanation of Tables and Figures. 
  From Table  1 to 6 contain the necessary  coefficients for the computation of  insolation, 
for any long period by the method of expansion and the results of computation by this 
method for summer half, winter half and  *total year. By such method as explained in 
Part I etc. We have gained the daily amount  as shown in Table 7 and 8, and  the-
half and total yearly as shown in Table 9 and 10. We can see a satisfactory  coinci-
dence between the  half- and total-yearly amounts gained by the method of expansions 
and the  .other method for  p.1. 
 Table 7 and 8 are shown  graphically in Fig.  1-6 in relation to the sun's longitude, 
taking the earth's latitude as parameter. Each of them is nothing but the annual  varia-
tion of this amount. Table  9-1.0 are shown in Fig.  7-10 in relation to the  latitude. 
Results concerning to planes are here omitted because they shall be shown in the next 
paper on the insolation on the inclined plane. 
 In conclusion the author expresses his appreciation to the following doctors for their 
interest and review to this  paper  : S. T. NAKAMURA, Y.  KATO, G. YAMAMOTO, Z.  HI,- 
 TOTTJYANAGI of  TOhoku University and W.  MORixoFEB, the vice president of Davos 
Observatorium, Switzerland. His appreciation is directed too to the Ministry of  Education 
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4
Fig. 7.
   20 30 40  CO 60 
 Half-Yearly Amount on 
 with  Vertical Section 1  cm'
 70  80  30
a  Cylinder 





 10 20  3o 40  SD  so  zo  yo  00
Total-Yearly amount on a Cylinder 
with Vertical section 1  cma  (105 gr.  cal).
Fig. 9.
 20  .  30  40  SO  c0 70  80 
 Half-Yearly Amount on a Sphere with 
Section 1  cm'  (105 gr. cal).
0  ,0 
Fig.
  20 50  10  CO  60  TO  SO  90 
 10.: Total-Yearly  Amount on a Sphere 
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 Coefficients for
     Table  3.. 
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        Table 4. 
• 
 Insolation onto the Sidal Surface 
of  Vertical Cylinder with Maxi-
mum Vertical Section 1  cnik2. 
 (lir gr.  cal unit)
     Table  5- 








































81  Sa  s.  $,  89
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      Table 6. 
 Insolation onto Sphere. 































Daily Amount  on a  Cylinder  .'with Vertical Section 1 ern (gr. cal).
 0 ,
         1.0 0.8  0.6
20 40  60 80 90
1.0 0.8  0.6 1 1.0 0.8 0.6 1.0 0.8 0.6 1.0 0.8 0.6 1.0 0.8 0.6
0  896  499  287 1002. 567
 
-  328  1170-. -  631 -349 1315 587 - 265  1397 254 42 2815 0 0
40 941 532 309 947 527 310 1175 652 381 1558 789 415 2642 1013  366 2660 1116 325
80 992 558 323 942 527 308 1179 647 377 1713 870 478 2484 1335 621  2498 1414 690
90 996 558 325 941 530 311 1179  648 377 1733 878 484  2464 1338 633 2479 1419 703
120 965 545 315 940 519 303 1169 643 376  1640 837 455 2525  1229 527 2541 1349 588
160 900 505 294 955 535 313 1160 642 366 1425 695 347 2163 614  167 2722 630 98
180 884 492 283  98&, 659 323 1153 622 344 1297 579 261 1378  251 41 2775 0 0
220 971 549 319 1065 588 339 1106 537 267  968 274 65 0 0 0 0 0 0
260  1056 594 343 1099 589 327 1049 454 195 698 97 12 0 0 0 0  0 0
270 1064 595 347 1103 587 323 1044 444  186 659 82 11 0 0 0 0  0. 0
280 1059 595 344  1.102 591 328 1052 455 195 700 97 12 0 0 0 0  0 0
320 981 554 322 1076 594 343 1117 542 270 978 277  66  0 0 0 0  0 0
Table 8.













































































































































































































































































 Winter Half Year








































Insolation on a Sphere  (105 gT.  cal).
Summer Half Year  Winter Half Year Total Year
          1.0 0.8  0.6  _1.0 0.8  0.6 1.0 0.8 0.6
0 2.5513 1.5986 0.9996 2.5513 1.5986 0.9996  5.1026 3.1972 1.9991
20 2.7079  1.7057  1.0342 2.3947 1.4095 0.8280 5.1026 3.1152 1.9122
40 2.9207 1.7563 1.0734  2.1819 1.0879 0.5416 5.1026 2.8442  1.6147
60  3.3577 1.7697 0.9617 1.7450 0.5181 0.1612  5.1026 2.2367  1.1228
80 4.6621 1.9516 0.7820 0.4405  0.0562 0.0063 5.1026 2.0078 0.7888
90 5.1026 2.0079 0.7670 0 0 0  51026  2.0079 0.7670
